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ON THE GROUP OF REAL ANALYTIC DIFFEOMORPHISMS
OF A COMPACT REAL ANALYTIC MANIFOLD
BY
J. LESLIE
ABSTRACT. In this paper we exhibit a Lie group structure on the group of real
analytic diffeomorphisms of a compact real analytic manifold. Further, we show that
a variant of the Kupka-Smale theorem holds for the underlying topology of the
above mentioned Lie group.

Introduction. The overall objective of this work is to prove an analytic version of
the Kupka-Smale theorem: Given a smooth compact manifold, M, there exists a
subset R ~ Diffr(M) which is a countable intersection of open dense subsets of
Diffr(M) so that if fER and p is a periodic point of f of order n (i.e., p E Pn(f)),
then
(i) the eigenvalues of ~r lie off the unit circle, and
(ii) the stable manifold, W S( p), and unstable manifold, W U( p), through pare
injectively immersed; further, for p E Pn ( f) W S ( p), and the unstable manifold,
WU(q), q E Pm(f), m arbitrary, intersect transversally; symbolically, WS(p) rh
WU(q).

The significance of this theorem to the study of the stability problem in differential equations has been discussed by Smale [16]; this theorem has been extended to
retarded functional differential equations [6].
The proofs of these theorems known to me rely heavily on transversality theory
which in turn relies heavily on the implicit function theorem for Frechet differentiable functions defined in open subsets of Banach spaces. While this does not create a
major theoretical difficulty in proving an analogue of the Kupka-Smale theorem for
DiffOO(M) = lim r Diffr(M) because of well-known propositions concerning inverse
~

limits, we have found that for M real analytic the path for proving an analogue of
the Kupka-Smale theorem is more circumlocutious. The first problem we encountered was to find an appropriate "natural" topology for DiffW(M); our second set of
problems was the discovery of a notion of differentiability in the context of our
chosen topology for which an implicit function theorem holds which would be
adequate for transversality theory.
The topology that we found "natural" turned out to be equivalent to the classical
cw topology studied by Van Hove [10] and 1. S. E. Silva [15]; that is, an inductive
limit of spaces of complex analytic functions. Colombeau [3] in an unpublished
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paper has given an implicit function theorem adequate for our purposes; unfortunately, I had some difficulty with an essential point in his proof. I shall give
Colombeau's theorem in a more restricted context than in his original work with a
correspondingly easier proof (Theorem 3.2).
In §2 we define Silva spaces and Silva differentiability, and give the fundamental
propositions concerning Silva differentiability.
In §3 we prove the Inverse Function Theorem and the Implicit Function Theorem
for Silva differentiable functions.
In §4 we exhibit a differential structure on the group of real analytic diffeomorphisms of a compact, connected, real analytic manifold M. The structure in question
is modelled on an inductive limit of Banach spaces. This inductive limit in general is
not metrisable.
In §5 we develop the elements of transversality theory necessary for our purposes.
In §6 after having defined "generic" in this context we give some generic
properties of real analytic diffeomorphisms.
2. Silva spaces.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let E" I = 1, 2, ... ,n, ... , be a sequence of Banach spaces and
1: E, ~ E/+ 1 a sequence of continuous compact injective linear operators. E
= li.T', E, will be called a Silva space.

i;+

We shall suppose for convenience that E, ~ E,+ 1 and that II 11/+ 1 :;;:;; II II,. For f > 0
let B; = {x E E,lllxll, < f}. Let f, > 0 be an arbitrary sequence of positive real
numbers, sets of the form

U
k>O

(

k BEl )
~

'=1 '

form a fundamental system of neighborhoods for the inductive limit topology on
E = lim, E,. Here by abuse of notation };7= 1 BJt C lim, E, designates the image of

-

};7= 1 B, in the direct sum, };~ 1 E"

~

under the canonical map };~ 1 E, ~ li.T', E,. It is

immediate that
2.l. Silva spaces are LindelOf (i. e. every open covering contains a
countable subcovering) and separable.
PROPOSITION

PROPOSITION

2.2. A Silva space is complete.

_ n En which has no limit point in
Suppose 0 is a Cauchy filter on E = lim
E; let 'lfbe the filter of neighborhoods of 0 E E. It follows that {E + V: E E 0 and
V E 'If} must generate a filter 0' which has no limit point in E.
For each pair of real numbers n, k > 0 let B!: ~ En be the sphere with center
o E En and radius k; given any n, k > 0 there must exist E~,k E 0' so that
E~,k n B!: = 0; for otherwise, the sets E' n B!:, E' E 0', would form the basis of a
Cauchy filter on B!:, and B!: being relatively compact in E, this Cauchy filter would
have a limit pointf E E (see [2]); fwould now be a limit point of 0' and therefore of

PROOF.

0.
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Suppose E~,k = En,k + v",k' En,k E &; and v",k E ct..[. We may suppose that v",k
are in the form (*). In particular, suppose
v",n =

U {
N

~

m=!

B:"•. m}

v = U { ~ B:"m.m}
N

we have

vc

Vntn

m=!

+ Be.-,
.• -, + ... +BEI.I
n-l
1

since B:- 1 C B: and en-l,n-l + ... +e1,1 0;;; 1/2n on the other hand, Bnn n E~,n = 0; therefore

(1)

E ct..[,

En,n

n {B,:' + v",n}

+ Bln
1 + '" + 1/2 <
C

Vn,n

= 0.

We shall show that this leads to a contradiction. Note that B,:'-l

1 for all n ;;. 2;

+ V C B,:'-l + B~

+ v",n C B,:' + v",n'
Since &; is a Cauchy filter there exists E E &; so that f - g E V for f, gEE. Let
n > be so that En B,:'-l =1= 0, forfE E n Bnn- 1, let gEE n En,n' sinceg - f E
V, we have g E B,:'-l + V which contradicts (1) above. Q.E.D.
Given a E E = ~ En' set n(a) = infk{k: a E E k }.

°

DEFINITION 2.2. Let E

= lim n En and F = lim n F" be Silva spaces and U C E an
~

~

open set; f: U ..... F is said to be Silva differentiable (resp. Silva en on U) at a E U if
for each n ;;. n(a) we have ma(n) ;;. 1 and a neighborhood v" of a in En so that
v" C U and (II v,,): v" ..... Fma(n) is Frechet differentiable (resp. Frechet C) at a.
The elementary properties (e.g., chain rule, linearity, Taylor's expansion) follow
from the analogous properties in the case of Frechet differentiability.
In particular, we are able to show
LEMMA 2.1. If f: U ..... F is Silva en, then there exists k-multilinear symmetric
continuous functions Dkf(x): EX·" XE ..... F, 1 0;;; k 0;;; n, x E U, so that Dkf:
U X EX··· XE ..... F are continuous and Fk(v) = f(x + v) - f(x) - Df(x)(v)
- ... - if Dkf( x)( v, . .. ,v), 1 0;;; k 0;;; r, satisfy the property that
G(t, v)

= {F(tV)/t\
0,

t =1= 0,
t = 0,

is continuous at (0, v).

PROOF. See [4] and [13].
In [4] Colombeau has proved the following concerning Silva differentiability.
PROPOSITION 2.3 (COLOMBEAU). Suppose that U, U' C E are open sets in a Silva
space and that f: U ..... U' is a en, n ;;. 2, bijection so that
(i)f'(x): E ..... E is an isomorphism for x E U, and
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(ii) suppose g = f- I : V' -> V has the property for Yo E v' and for n ~ n(yo) we
have 'Tn > 0, K> 0, and m( n) > 0 with II g(yo + (J) - g(yo)11 m(n) .;;; K II (J II n or for
II (J II n < 'Tn ( uniformly Lipschitzian ), and
(iii) suppose that the mapping

F: x ->[Df(x)rl{V -> L(E, E)}
has the property that for each Xo E V for n ~ n(x o) we have an En-neighborhood of
Xo' v,,(x o), and numbers p(l), q(l) > 0 for each I so that F(v,,(xo»(B/) ~ BtcW
(locally bounded).
Then f -I is a en function.

3. Inverse function theorem. In this section we prove an implicit theorem which is
different in its hypotheses from some of the implicit function theorems inspired by
Nash. References can be found in Zehnder's paper [18] for the Nash type implicit
function theorem.
_ n En and E' = lim
_ n E~ be Silva spaces and V ~ E
DEFINITION 3.1. Let E = lim
open. A function f: V -> E' is called admissible at a E V when there exists an
auxiliary Silva space E" = li!?"n E~', an open set V ~ E" and a en function j:
V X V -> E' satisfying the condition that there exists a chain of bounded, closed,
convex subsets
with B; a neighborhood of 0 in E; X E/" where E' = li!?" I E; and E"
that for A > 0 there exists 1/ > 0 such that for h E 1/B; we have
(/'(a

+ h) - f'(a»(B;)

~ Af'(a)(B;)

= li!?" I E/"

so

for all i,

and for some point Yo E V,j(x, Yo) = f(x) for all x E V.
REMARK. The notion of admissibility arises from an effort to mimick the classical
proof of the implicit function theorem (see Dieudonne, Foundations of modern
analysis, Academic Press, New York, 1969, pp. 264-273) in the setting of the
inductive limit. In order to keep control of the different infinite series which arise at
different levels of the inductive limit a condition such as (*) seems well advised. (*)
however is too restrictive for the applications we have in mind; we were led to the
notion of admissibility by considering the relation between free and projective
modules and observing that under certain conditions that the summands inherit the
properties of the sum.
We now show that the class of admissible functions includes the class of e 2
functions on a Silva space with a finite dimensional range.
V

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let E = li!?"n En be a Silva space, V ~ E open, a E V, and f:
-> R a e 2 map so that f'(a)
O. Then f is admissible at a E V.

*"

PROOF. Let a E V and V ~ E an open neighborhood of 0 E E small enough so
that a + th E V for h E V and 0..;; t';;; 1 and so that D2f(a + th; V, V) ~ (-b, b),
b o. Suppose V = U N(~~= IBn, en + I < en· Let k = inf;{i: 3a E B;E; with

*"
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Df(a; a) =1= O}, and let a o E B'J/ be so that 1Df(a; a o) 1= r =1= 0, we have [-r, r] C
Df(a; };f=1 Bti) for N;;;. k. Choose 1/ < inf{1, Arjb} and set B[ = U~=I(};f=IBiEi).
Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 1. Let E

U -- R a

C2

= limn En

be a Silva space, U C E open, a E U, and f;

map. Then f is admissible.

PROOF. j: EX R -- R given by j(a, r)
proposition.

= f(a) + r

satisfies hypotheses of the

COROLLARY 2. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1 suppose f; U -- R n is a C 2
map, then f is admissible.
THEOREM 3.1. Let E

_ n En and F = lim
_ n Fn be Silva spaces with (a, b) E
= lim

E

X F and suppose

(i) f: EX F -- F is a C I map so that f(a, b) = 0 and /y(a, b) E Isom(F, F);
where /y is the derivative with respect to the second variable;
(ii) Bn C En and Cn C Fn are the closed unit balls in En and Fn respectively and that
there exist EO > 0, N > n( a) so that for each n ;;;. N there exists 'Tn > 0 so that
f{a

+ 'TBn , b)

C Eo'T/y{a, b)Cn

if'T 0;;; 'Tn;

(iii) there exist sequences E[ > 0 and n[ 0;;; M, M is a positive integer, so that
};[ E[ < 00, and
{

X

+ 'TnBn and
b + 'T( EOCno + EICnt + ... +E[CnJ

E a

Y E

imply

Set PI = Un 'TnBn.
Then there exists a function u; a
u{a)=b,

+

PI -- F so that

f{x,u{x» =0 forxEa+P I ,

(u 1 a + 'TnBn); (a + 'TnBn) -- F;(n) is Frechet differentiable for some function of n, t(n),
with u'(a) = /y(a, btl 0 fia, b), here fx(a, b) E L(E, F) is the derivative with respect to the first variable and lastly for x E a + Bn, YI' Y2 E (b + EOCno ) with f(x, YI)
= f(x, Y2) = 0, we have YI = Y2·
PROOF. Without loss of generality we may suppose that a = b = 0 and that
/y(0,0) = IF. Set g(x, y) = Y - f(x, y) so that g(x, y) = Y if and only if 0 = f(x, y).
Now g(x, YI) - g(x, Y2) = YI - Y2 - f(x, YI) + f(x, Y2) == A(x, YI' Y2). By a
Lagrange remainder argument one has that
(I) A(x, YI' h) is in the convex hull of

{/y(x, Y){h - YI) - (Y2 - YI);Y

= YI + t{Y2 -

YI)' 00;;; t 0;;; I}.
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Given n suppose uo(x) = for x E fnBn; setu\(x) = g(x, uo(x» = -f(x,O). For
T';;;; Tn we have u/ TBn) C TfoCno' Let uz<x) = g(x, u\(x»; we have u 2(x) u\(x) = g(x, u\(x» - g(x, uo(x» = A(x, u/x), uo(x»; supposing T';;;; Tn and x E
TBn we have u\(x) - uo(x) E TfoCno ; from (I) and (*) we have u 2(x) - u\(x) E
Tf\Cn,. By iteration setting u/+\(x) = g(x, u/(x», we have ul+\(x) - u/(x) E Tf/Cn,;
since ~ fn < 00, n/';;;; M for alII, and F is complete, setting p\ = Un TOBn we may
define u(x) == limn un(x). As g is continuous we have u(x) = g(x, u(x» so that
f(x, u(x» = 0. Since u(x) E T«~ft>CM)' it follows that u(x) is uniformly
Lipschitzian (see Proposition 2.3(ii» and therefore differentiable at with u'(O) =
-fiO, 0t \ 0 fiO, 0) since

°<

°

fAO,O)h

+ .t;,(O,O)u(h)

= -[f(h, u(h» - f(h,O) - .t;,(O,O)u(h)]
,

- [f(h,O) - f(O, 0) - fx(O,O)h]
and there exists N so that limlhln(h)~O I Si INII h In(h) = 0.
(II) Given x E Bn; YP Y2 E Cno so thatf(x, Y\) = f(x, Yz) = 0; Y\ - Y2 = g(x, Y\)
- g(x, Y2) = A(x, Y\, Y2) E 2f\Cn, by iteration for each I, Y\ - Y2 E 2f/Cn" thereforeYI = Y2'
Let us recall that in a topological vector space E a subset D centered at a E Z is
called bomivorous when D - a absorbs every bounded set B <;::; E; that is, there
exists A > with AB <;::; D - a. In [9, Chapter 7, Proposition 2, p. 61] Hogbe-Nlend
proves

°

PROPOSITION 3.2. If a subset U of a Silva space E has the property that every x E U
is the center of a bornivorous subset Dx <;::; U, then it is an open set.
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose E =

li~ n En

is a Silva space, U <;::; E open, and suppose f:

U ---> E an admissible
map with f'(a): E ---> E an automorphism. Then there exist
open neighborhoods UI <;::; U of a and VI of f( a) so that f I UI is an isomorphism from
UI onto VI; further, f -I: VI ---> UI is admissible.

Cl

PROOF. Without loss of generality we may supppose fa c l map satisfying (*) of
Definition 3.1, since g: EX E" ---> E X E" given by g(x, y) = <lex, Y), y) would
satisfy (*) and the hypothesis of the theorem at (xo, Yo). g being a local isomorphism
at (xo' Yo) would imply that f is a local isomorphism at xo' Suppose a = f(a) =
and suppose f'(a) = idE which we may do without a loss of generality. Now for
0< A < 1 let 7j > be so that for h E 7jBi we have (f'(a + h) - idB)(Bi) <;::; ABi for
all i;;;' sup{infk(k: a E Ek),inf/(/: hE E/)}.It follows thatf'(a + h) is an automorphism for h E Q = U i 7jBi. Note that Q is a bornivorous subset centered at 0. By
Proposition 3.2 U = {x E E: f'(x) E Aut(E)} is an open neighborhood of 0. Note
also that the hypotheses on f imply that f': U X E ---> E is continuous. Define F:
EX U ---> E by F(y, x) = f(x) - y. As Fx(O, 0) = idE the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1
are easily seen to be verified; therefore, we have that there exists a bomivorous
subset centered at 0= f(O), D, and a C l mapping u: D ---> U so that f(u(x» = x;

°

°
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further u'(O) = f'(Ot l == identity on E. Mutatis mutandis the same argument holds
for all a E U; therefore, by Proposition 3.2, the image of fl U contains a neighborhood of b, V, and thusf: U ~ E is an open mapping. Now we shall verify that there
exists a neighborhood of 0 on which f is injective. This is proved by induction. By
classical arguments concerning the Frechet derivative there exists fn(a) > 0 so that
fl B:(~"l is a diffeomorphism onto an open set in En(a). Suppose we have B = B:e~"l
+ B:(~y+-\ + ... + B:eW+i so that fl B is injective. It suffices to show that there
exists fn(a)+k+1 > 0 so that fl B + B:e~ay+'t~1 is injective. Let BE = {x E
En(a)+k+I:d(B, x) < f}, where d( , ) is the canonical metric in En(a)+k+I. Suppose
now for each n > 0 that there exists x n' Yn E B I/ n with Xn =1= Yn and f(xn) = f(Yn).
Let x n, be a subsequence of xn converging for the E n(a)+k+2 topology to a point in B
(let us recall B is compact for the induced E n(a)+k+2 topology) and choose a
subsequence of Yn, converging to a point Y E B. After reindexing we have converging
sequences {xn} and {Yn} so that xn =1= Yn, x n' Yn E En(a)+k+I' f(xn) = f(Yn), limn Xn
= x, limn Yn = Y E B. Therefore f(x) = limn f(xn) = limn f(Yn) = fey)· Since f is
injective on B we have x = Y; however, in every E n(a)+k+2 neighborhood of x = Y
we have both Xn and Yn for n large enough so that f(xn) = f(Yn)' which contradicts
that f is a local E n+k+2 diffeomorphism at x. f- I is admissible follows from the
observation that given an isomorphism uo: EI ~ E2 between Silva spaces satisfying
(*) of Definition 3.1 and 0 < k < 1 that (u - u o)( B}) c;: ku o( B}) would imply
(u- I - u(jl)uo(BJ c;: kB;/(k - 1) and the observation that Df-I(f(x» = Df(x)-I.
Q.E.D.
4. Lie group structure for the group of analytic diffeomorphisms of a compact
analytic manifold. In this section we shall exhibit a differential structure on the group
of analytic diffeomorphisms (see Theorem 4.1). The methods we use are essentially
the same as the ones we used in [12].
Let Ml and N d be compact connected real analytic manifolds. For f E CW(M, N)
= the set of all real analytic functions from M to N. Let CI(M, T(N» be the vector
space of all real analytic liftings of f; that is, g E CI(M, TN) is a real analytic
function g: M ~ TN such that 7T 0 g = f where 7T: TN ~ N is the canonical projection. Cover N by a finite collection of trivializing normal relatively compact open
charts V;, i = 1, ... ,n, and M by a finite collection of trivializing relatively compact
open charts ll;, i = l, ... ,m, such that diam(f(ll;» < A/3, where A is the Lebesgue
number of {Vj}. Define a topological structure on CI(M, TN) as follows: let k i :
ll; ~ U; C Rl and 1/ Vj ~ Vj c;: Rd be homeomorphisms determining the local real
analytic structure of M and N respectively. Supposef(ll;) C Vj(i). Let <Pj(i): 7T- I (Vj(i»
~ Vj(i) X Rd be a real analytic diffeomorphism.
By a uniformly bounded analytic function we intend an analytic function, f( x), so
that there exists 1 and M with

Ilf(k)( x) II ~ k !Mlk

for all x.

Suppose Ci:(U;, R d ) is the vector space of uniformly bounded real analytic maps
f: ll;' ---> Rd; as a vector space Ci:(U;, R d ) = Ii!;! El , where Elll;', R d ) is the Banach
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space of uniformly bounded real analytic functions f: 0;' ---> Rd so that II f(x)II,"'-;;;
k!plk for some p, we set II f(x)ll, = infAp: II f(x)II,"'-;;; k!plk for all x E Uf}. The
maps E, ---> EJ+] are the canonical injections. We shall consider Cb'(U, R d ) for the

rest of our paper with the above inductive limit topology. We call this topology on
Cb'(U:, R d ) the Van Hove topology.
Designate by Bf(U, Rm) C Ek(U, Rm) the ball of radius p centered at the origin
in E k •
LEMMA.

diameter.

Cb'(U, R m ), where U C R n is open, is a Silva space, if U is of finite

PROOF. Let a], ... ,a n, ... E Bf(U, Rm) and let a\s), ... ,a~s), ... be a subsequence
so that IlDia)~y - Dia)/~llk' ",-;;; + for i",-;;; log(2sp)/(log(k') -log(k)), s a positive
integer. This is possible by the Weierstrass argument since Bf(U, Rm) is uniformly
equicontinuous on U. The above implies that a~s), ... ,a~s), ... is a +-net in B[,. Now,
by Cantor diagonalization we obtain a Cauchy subsequence in Ek'(U, Rm). Q.E.D.
Set ceo = "2.7=] Cb'(O;', R d ), with the canonical direct sum topology ceo is a Silva
space. Definey: Ct(M, TN) ---> ceo byy(g) = go + ... +gm wheregi E CW(U:, R d )
is the composite

U:

k;1
--->

g

()

0; --->'IT-] Vj(i)

--->

Jj(i)

X R

d Proj
--->

d

R .

Let ce = y( Ct( M, TN)) C ceo; ce is a closed subspace ceo and therefore the induced
topology on ce is a Silva topology. By means of y we transport the induced Silva
structure to Ct(M, TN).
When M = N andf= id M , ce = rW(M) is the vector space of real analytic vector
fields on M.
From the Cauchy inequalities and classical theorems on inductive limits we obtain
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose M analytically embedded in RN (Jacobowitz [11]), RN canonically embedded in CN, 0; = {x E M C : d(x, M) <
where d«xp ... ,x n),
(z], ... ,zn)) = maxj(1 Xj - Zj I) and where M C is the Whitney-Bruhat complexification
of M}, and suppose F; is the vector space of all bounded complex analytic vector fields
on 0; which extend real analytic vector fields on M. Then li~ F; ~ the CW topology on

+,

the vector space of real analytic vector fields on M, rW( M), where the norm on F; is the
sup norm.
REMARK

(Vj, I;).

4.1. The topology on rW(M) is independent of the charts (0;, k;) and

When we consider a Riemannian manifold N as a metric space (N, p) it will
always be with respect to the metric p determined by the Riemannian structure.
Description of a "canonical" chart at f E CW( M, N). Let ,\ be the Lebesgue
number of the covering Vj. For y E CW(M, N) such thatp(f(s), y(s» < ,\/3 for all
s EM set a(s) = eXPj(~lY(s); a E Ct(M, TN); let ~ = {y E CW(M, TN) 1
p(y(s), f(s» < ,\/3 for all s EM}, 1/;/ ~ ---> Ct(M, TN) given by 1/;/y) = a is
taken as a chart of CW( M, N) at f.
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PROPOSITION 4.1. If Ux and Ux' are overlapping coordinate charts of x, x' E
CW(M, N), then the coordinate transformation

I/;

= I/;x'

0

1/;;1: I/;AUx

n

Ux') ~ I/;x'(U

n

U')

is a Silva Coo transformation.
In order to prove the above proposition we shall need the following two lemmas.
LEMMA 4.2. Let U, U' ~ R n be open subsets, and BNu, U') = {h: U ~ U', h
analytic with II Dnh(x)11 ~ n!kln, x E U}, and Br(U', Rn) = {h: U' ~ Rn, h analytic
with II h(n)(x)11 ~ n!k'(l'Y, x E U'}. If g E BnU', Rn) and f E BNu, U'), then
(g 0 f) E Bf:(l+kl')(U, Rn).
PROOF.

where the (Jt are defined iteratively by (Jk(k) = 1, k;;;. 1, and with };j:: ij = k, q > 1,
iq = t - k, t > k, we set
.
") = (t-l)
")
(Jt ( ll,···,lq
k
(Jk ("11,···,lq_1

with i l , ... ,i q > 0, so that
IIDt(gof)ll~

~

~

j<;;q<;;1 ;1+ """

Consider

It therefore suffices to note that

since each summand is

~

2t.

+iq=1

q!il!···iq!k'(i,)qkq[l(Jt
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LEMMA 4.3. Let C:(U', E 3) k C"J(U', E 3) (resp. C:(U, U') k C"'(U, U'» be the

subspace of uniformly bounded analytic functions defined on U. Now suppose a E
C:(U', E 3) and define Fa: C:(U, U') ~ C:(U, E 3) by Ficp) = a 0 cpo Then Fa is in
Coo(C:(U, U'), C:(U, E 3» and a X cp ~ a 0 cp induces a Coo map from C:(U', E 3) X
C:(U, U') ~ C:(U, E3). (Note that C:(U, U') is open in C:(U, E 2 ) when U' is open
in E2 where E2 and E3 are arbitrary Euclidean spaces.)

PROOF. Suppose a E E,(C:(U', E 3», then Fa(Bft'(U, U'» k B2I'(l+k'/)(U, E 3); setting A = lin we have
D(n)a E B)Lalll\(U', L:(E2; E 3 )),

for I" > I sufficiently large, where L:(E2; E 3) is the Banach space of n symmetric
multilinear maps E2 X ... X E2 ~ E3 with the operator norm. This last remark can
easily be seen by taking I" large enough so that «n + m)!lm!)(/II")m ~ 1 for all m.
Now suppose f(x) E Bft'(U, U') and h(x) E E['(U, E 2), consider H(x) =
D(n)a(f(x); h(x), ... ,h(x». Note that K = D(n)(a) 0 f: U ~ L:(E2, E 3) is in

Bi~'i)!~flll'+I)[,(U, L:(E2 , E3))'
As L:(E2, E 3) X E2 X ... XE 2 ~ E3 is a continuous n + 1 multilinear map, we
obtain by a generalized Leibnitz rule that H(x) is in Bi~7,~'rJ~~!~(n+I»[,. Now by an
easy Taylor series argument we have that Fa is a C n - I mapping from Bft'(U, U') into
E 2(1"k'+(n+I»[,(U, E3). Thus Fa is Coo.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.1. ~(v)(s) = exp~}(S)(exp(v(s»). It is classical that exp:
T(N) ~ N is a real analytic map. Let g be the Riemannian metric on N, set
S = {a Ig(a, a) < A/3}, (7T X exp): S ~ N X N is an analytic diffeomorphism onto
the neighborhood U of the diagonal ~ C N X N made up of the pairs x, y with
p(x, y) < A/3, its inverse cp: U ~ S is given by cp(v, m) = exp~l(m). Set x(s) =
(7T- 1(xls» n S. cp(x'(s),exp(v», v E X(s), defines an analytic function from X(s)
to 7T- 1(X'(S»; by Lemma 2 we have that ~ is COO. Q.E.D.
REMARK 4.2. The compactness of M is essential to the above proof in order for the
maps in question to be uniformly bounded as analytic maps, N being compact is not
essential.
REMARK 4.3. The differential structure on C"'(M, N) does not depend on the
choice of Riemannian structures on M or N, see Remark 4.1.
Lemma 4.2 also implies
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let M, N, and P be compact, connected, real analytic manifolds.
Then composition C"'(M, N) X C"'(N, P) ~ C"'(M, P) defines a Coo function.

In [12] we defined a differential structure for the set of Coo mappings of a compact
manifold M into a compact manifold N that we shall designate by Coo(M, N). That
manifold was defined analogously to the one we are discussing here, but was
modelled on the Coo vector fields with the Coo topology. As the Coo topology induces
a topology on Cl(M, TN) so that open sets are bomivorous when centered at each
of their points, it is a coarser topology than the Van Hove topology on (Cl(M, TN»
(see Proposition 3.2); thus
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Coo(M, TN) is a Coo
injection of the first manifold into the second and induces the canonical injection of the
tangent bundle of the first into that of the second.

PROPOSITION 4.3. The canonical injection CW(M, TN)

--->

COROLLARY. Let M be a compact connected analytic manifold. Then there exists an
open neighborhood of the identity in CW(M, M) consisting entirely of diffeomorphisms.
PROPOSITION 4.4. x

---> X-I

is Coo.

PROOF. It suffices to prove that the inverse operation is smooth in some small
symmetric open neighborhood of the identity. Let U be an open symmetric chart at
the identity and Va neighborhood of the identity so that V 2 <: U.
Set Cid(M, TM) = T(id). Suppose V = l/Je(V) where (V, I/Je) is the canonical chart
described above and suppose p: V ---> V is determined by x ---> X-I. p is uniformly
Lipschitzian at 0; that is, given any bounded set B I <: T(id), there exist TO > 0 and a
bounded set B2 <: T(id) so that p( l'B I) <: l'B2 for l' .;;; TO. To see this; suppose f E V
is in Blk(U, U'). To simplify we suppose 0 E U and f(O) = 0 and suppose f(a) =
"2. -frDnf(O; a, ... ,a), a E un SIII(O). Thenf- I (,8) = "2. m;.1 Bm(,8, ... ,,8), where Bm
is an m-multilinear symmetric continuous form R m X ... XR m ---> Rm. Set An
= -frDnj. As

we obtain the iterative system of operator equations for B;.

which can be calculated by means of (*).
Note that Pn has nonnegative integral coefficients, is linear in the A/s and
B I = A II. Now setting a; = II A; II, the corresponding polynomial
00

Pn(-a 2 , ..• ,-a n , bl, ... ,bn_ l ) = bn ;;;.IIBnll ~ biz; = h(z)
;=1

determines the inverse function to al(z) - "2.~2 a;z; and has a positive radius of
convergence, say p. Suppose 0 < p' < p and M = h(p'), so that
f- I E

B/t) -

l.

---> (1 + t)-I is Lipschitzian for t small and Pn(AA 2, ... ,AA n , BI, ... ,Bn ) =
APn(A 2, ... ,An' B I ,··· ,Bn) we have that f ---> f- I is uniformly Lipschitzian at identity in DiffW(M). This implies by Proposition 2.3 that x ---> X-I is differentiable at

As t

the identity.
To prove that x

---> X-I is Coo at the identity, consider f: V X V ---> U X U given by
f(x, y) = (x, xy); it suffices by Proposition 2.3 to show that f'(x, yr l is a locally
bounded map from V X V into L(T(id) X T(id), T(id) X T(id». Now f'(x, y)(a,,8)
can be represented locally as (a, Dx(,8) + a 0 y) so that f'(x, yr l(a,,8) =
(a, Dx- I(,8) - Dx-I(a 0 y». As (a, b) ---> Dx(a, b) is locally bounded and Dx --->
Dx- I is an analytic map from an open subset of L(Rn, Rn) to L(Rn, Rn) we may
conclude that (f'(x, y Wi is locally bounded (see Proposition 2.3). Q.E.D.
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REMARK 4.4. In this proof one uses the manifold structure several times in order
to stay in T(id) (see [12, Proposition 7, p. 269]).
In summary, in this section we have shown

THEOREM 4.1. Given a compact, connected, real analytic manifold M, DiffW(M) ==
the group of real analytic diffeomorphisms with the Van Hove-Silva topology is a Coo
group in the sense of Silva differentiation; that is, it is a Coo manifold modelled on its
Silva space of real analytic vector fields, and multiplication and inversion define
Silva-COO maps
Diffw(M) X DiffW(M) ~ DiffW(M)

and

Diffw(M) ~ Diffw(M).

5. A transversality theorem. In this section we prove a transversality theorem
Abraham [1] in the context of Silva manifolds of analytic maps.

a la

THEOREM 5.1. Let E and F be Silva spaces, U C E open, and suppose f: U ~ F is a
C' (r;;;' 2) admissible Fredholm map (see Definition 3.1); that is the ker(Df(x» and
coker( Df( x» are finite dimensional for x E U. Then for a E U there exist subspaces
Ep E 2, and F I, where E2 and FI are finite dimensional, open neighborhoods U of a in
E and V of f(a) in F, and C' maps a: U ~ EI X E2 and 13: V ~ FI X EI (where
EI ffi E2 = E and FI ffi EI = F) such that
(1) a(a) = (0,0) EEl X E 2; f(U) <;;;; V; a maps U C' diffeomorphically into BI X
B2 where BI and B2 are open neighborhoods ofO in EI and E2 respectively;
(2) f3(f(a» = (0,0) E FI X E I ; 13 maps V C' diffeomorphically onto an open subset
ofFI X E I.
Finally, the local representative 13 0 f 0 a -I; a( U) ---> f3( V) off has the form

13

0

fo a-I(u, v) = (l1(U, v), u)

for u E B I, V E B2 where Dl1(O, O) = 0.

PROOF. By the Hahn-Banach theorem we may assume E = EI X E2 and F = FI
X E I, where E2 is the kernel of Df(x), EI is a closed complement to E2 in E and FI
is a complement in F to the image of Df( x). We may also assume
f( u, v) = (g( u, v), h (u, v))

for u EEl' V E E 2, (u, v) E domain off, and where g(u, v) E FI and h(u, v) EEl'
Dh(O, 0) is split surjective with kernel E2 and Dg(O, 0) = 0. Let k be the map defined
on the domain of f with values in E and given by k( u, v) = (h( u, v), v). Then
Dk(O, O) is an isomorphism by the closed graph theorem; as h: E ---> EI is admissible,
we have by the inverse function theorem, Theorem 3.2, for E and F, that we may
choose a neighborhood Wof (0,0) and a C I diffeomorphism a = k I W, so that
h 0 a- I ( u, v) = u for (u, v) E U; now take V to be any open neighborhood of
(0,0) E FI X Eland 13 to be the identity on V. Define 11 = 13 0 goa-I. We may
suppose Dk(O, O) = identity, thus in conditions (1) and (2) if we suppose U small
enough, we have that Dk( u, v) is an isomorphism of E and condition (*) in
Definition 3.1 of admissibility implies Dk- I ( u, v) is locally bounded as a map from
U to L(E, E) which implies by Proposition 2.3 that a-I is a C'map. Q.E.D.
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DEFINITION 5.1. A subset U eWe E = li.:n EI of an open subset of Silva space
is called a chain G/) when there exists L so that for I ;;;;. L, U n EI is a dense G/) in
W n E I , that is, a countable intersection of dense open subsets.
It is easy to see that
PROPOSITION 5.1. A chain G/) in W is dense in W.
THEOREMS.2. Let E be a Silva space and let U C E be an open set. Suppose that X
is a finite dimensional second countable C r n-manifold, Y a c r manifold, p: U->
C r ( X, Y) a C' representation in the sense of Abraham, We Ya submanifold of finite
codimension q, and evp: U X X -> Y the evaluation map. Define Uw C U by

Uw

= {a E

U: Pa

mW}

where Pa mW means that P is transversal to W (see Abraham-RoblJ.in [1]). Suppose
r;;;;' n - q. If evp I «U n E I ) X X) mW for I;;;;. 10 for some 10 , then U w is a chain G/)
in U.
To prove the above theorem we shall use the following lemmas.
LEMMA 5.1. Let F and G be Banach spaces, dimG = n, PI: F X G -> F the
projection on the first factor, and E C F X G a closed subspace of codimension q. If p:
E -> F is the restriction of p I to E, p = P I IE, then p is a Fredholm operator with index
n - q.
PROOF. See [1, pp. 48-49].
LEMMA 5.2. Let X and Y be C' manifolds modelled on Silva spaces with X Lindelof.
Suppose
X is modelled on li.:n EI = E,

and suppose there exist
canonical map XI

->

c

r

manifolds XI modelled on EI so that li.:n XI = X with the

X I+ IC r • Suppose that Y too satisfies (*) with respect to li.:n

and li.:n }'t = Y. Now suppose that f: X

set fl = f I XI· Suppose
(l)It(XI ) C }'t,

->

Pi =

F

Y is an admissible C r Fredholm map, and

(2)fI-I(}'t) = XI'

(3) there exists 10 so that for I;;;;. 10, It: XI -> YI is a C' Fredholm map with
index(TxM = index(Txf) for every x E XI. (Note that we do not suppose XI LindelOf
for any I.)
Suppose in addition for I;;;;. 10 that if y is a regular value of It: XI -> }'t, then y is a
regular value off: X -> Y. Then the regular values of f form a chain G/) in Y.
PROOF. Suppose E = li.:n I EI and F = li.:n I Pi are Silva spaces and X C E open. A

map f: X -> F so that fl X n EI C Pi will be called chain locally closed when given
any x E X there exists a neighborhood U of x and an integer 10 so that for
A C un EI closed in EI we have f( A) closed in FI , for any I ;;;;. 10 . Firstly, let us show
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thatfis a chain locally closed map. By Theorem 5.1 above f may be represented in a
local coordinate system by
j: U = UI X U2 ~ R P X G,
where UI eRn and U2

c

G are open subsets and for x E Up e E U2 '

i(x, e) = (~(x,e),e),

where n = dimkerDf(x) andp = dim coker Df(x). Suppose U2 = Uk>0(};7=IBt'),
0< E[ < 00, and suppose ~I a ball of finite radius, let VI eRn be an open
neighborhood of x so that VI C UI and suppose V2 an open neighborhood of e so
that t; c U2 • (Let us recall that a Hausdorff topological vector space is regular.)
Suppose A C (VI X t;) n X[ is closed in Xl' and suppose

(y, e) = lim 1/ fi(x;, e;) = fi( limx,(x;, e;)) for! ~ 10 , when limx,( x;, e;) exists.
I

I

I

Now e = lim; e; E V2 and we may assume x = lim; x; E VI since VI is compact. A
being closed we have (x, e) E A and (y, e) = f(x, e) E f(A). It is known that
0L/U n Xl) ~ }'t is dense (see [1, p. 42]).
It is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.2 that the set of critical points of a
Fredholm map f: X ~ Y locally satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2 is closed.
Thus, there exists a neighborhood of an arbitrary point x, Z, in X so that
0L f,(Z n Xl) is open and dense in }'t, for I ~ 10, As X is Lindelof a countable
number of such Z's cover X; as }'t is a Banach manifold 0L/i(X[) is dense in }'t. Since
for l' ~ I ~ 10 we have 0L/i(X[) ~ Rf/X/,) we obtain our result. Q.E.D.
REMARK. 0L fie X[) is residual in }'t.
Under the above hypothesis using an easy analogue of Theorem 5.1 and the
corollary to Proposition 3.1 we can prove as in the now classical case,
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let X, Y be C' (r ~ 2) manifolds modelled on Silva spaces, f:
X ~ Ya C'map, we Ya C' manifold of finite codimension q. Then iff rn W, we
have f-I(W) is a C r submanifold of X of codimension q and
(Txf-I)(~W) = TxU-I(W)).

PROOF OF THEOREM 5.2. We shall make the simplifying assumption that 10 = 1 of
codimension q; in fact, 0?J [ = 0?J n (U n E[) X X is a submanifold of (U n E[) X X.
Define 0?J = eVp-I(W) ~ U X X. From Proposition 5.2 0?J is a submanifold of U X X
of codimension q = (evp I(U n E[ X X)tl(W) for alII ~ 1; and U = li!?(U n E[).

We shall now show that U w n E[ = R il " where II: 0?J ~ U is given by the canonical
projection. Suppose a E R ill and let y = PaC x). Given ~ E ~ Y, since evp rh W there
exists a E ~W and (a, ~) E T(a.x)( U X X) such that

(*)

~= w

+ (T(a'X)evp)(a,~)

=

W

+ (TI(a,x)'

evp)a

+ (TxpJ~,

where TI(a,x)evp is the differential of the map a ~ p( a, x). Since (T(a,x)II): T(a,x)0?J ~
Tpis onto, let {3 E T(a,x)0?J be so that (T(a,x)II)({3) = a. Now {3 = (ai' ~I) E T(a,x){3
n TaU X TxX for some a l E TaU and ~I E TxX, but (T(a,x)ev){3 = (TI(a,X)evp)(a) +
(TxPa)~1 with (T(a,x)ev){3 E ~W which implies (TI(a,x)evp)(a l ) E ~W + (TxPa)TxX
so that (*) implies Pa rn W; hence R il , ~ Uw'
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Now suppose a E Uw n E(, and let x E X be so that (a, x) E 'iB( = eVp-I(W) n
(U n E( X X). Since Pa rh W there exists", E :z;.W (where y = Pa(x» and ~ E TxX
so that

thus 1(a,x)evp( a, -~) = '" so that

(a, -~)

E

(1(a,X)evp t:z;.W = 1(a,x)'iB(

and a E (1(a,x)II)1(a,x)'iB(, thus U w n E( ~ 0l n ,.
To prove the theorem it suffices to prove that II satisfies the other hypotheses of
the preceding lemma. Most of these hypotheses are obviously satisfied since II is
given by a projection of a Cartesian product. It remains only to verify that II
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 locally. From Lemma 5.1 it follows that II:
'iB -> U is a Fredholm map of index n - q. Now 'iB is locally the inverse image of a
point, say, 0 E Rq under a submersion f: U = UI X U2 -> Rq where UI ~ U and
U2 ~ X are open, U2 taken to be a chart.
If f(x o) = 0 then Xo is contained in an open neighborhood Win U of the form
Uo X Rq where Uo is open in ker(TxJ). Define

k(Uo, a)

= (Uo, f(Uo, a));

k clearly satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1. f is a submersion into a finite
dimensional space; thus the inverse fJ: Uo X V -> U is a c r admissible map by
Theorem 3.2. Thus fJ( u, 0) is an admissible map. Q.E.D.

6. Some generic properties of analytic diffeomorphisms. In this section our purpose
is to prove a real analytic version of the Kupka-Smale theorem for the Van
Hove-Silva topology or C W topology on Diff"'(M), where M is a compact, connected
real analytic manifold.
DEFINITION 6.1. Let E = lim n En be a Silva space. A sequence xn in E is said to
~

strongly converge to x E E when there exists an integer m so that xn E Em for all n
and the sequence converges to x E Em; analogously, we say that a filter iJ strongly
converges to x when the filter () = iJ - x has the property that for the unit ball
'iB~ ~ Em' for some m, we have

PROPOSITION 6.1. It is easy to see that if Xn strongly converges to x and Yn strongly
converges to y to DiffW(M), then xn . Yn and X;I strongly converge to x . y and X-I
respectively.
LEMMA 6.1. Let U ~ R n be an open connected neighborhood of 0 of finite radius, and
let /" E Cb'(U, W) strongly converge to f E Cb'(U, Rn). Suppose
(1) /,,(0) = 0 for all n,
(2) limn xn = 0, xn *- O,/or all nand /"(x n) = xnThen 1 is an eigenvalue of Df(O).
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PROOF.

+ 1/2D 2/"(tx n; Xn' Xn)
. Xn + 1/2D2f( txn; Xn' Xn) + An' Xn + Bn(xn, x n ),

Xn = D/,,(O)· Xn
= Df(O)

where limn An

=0 E

L(R n, Rn) and lim
Bn
--> n

= 0 in L;(Rn; R n), and 0.;;;; t';;;;

1.

Suppose now I is not an eigenvalue of Df(O), we have
Xn = (J - Df(O»-I[I/ 2D2f(tx n; Xn' xn)

+ An' Xn + Bn(xn, Xn)]

which easily leads to a contradiction.
COROLLARY.

Given f

E

DiffW(M) let IIk(f) = {x

EM

Ifl(X) = x for some I.;;;;

k }. Suppose f( x) has transversal fixed points. If/" strongly converges to f and
II if) I:;;; II k(fn) for each n; then there exists No so that II k( /,,) == II k(f) for n ;;;. No·
PROOF OF COROLLARY. Let /L be the metric on M induced by the Riemannian
metric, as the diffeomorphisms f E DiffW(M) so that IIk(f) consists of transversal
fixed points of fl, I.;;;; k, is an open set in DiffW(M) it follows that II k(/,,) is finite
for large n and that maxX,EIIkUn){ dist(x;, IIk(f)} tends to O. Now applying the
above proposition we obtain the corollary.
DEFINITION 6.2. A property, P, of analytic diffeomorphisms will be called generic
when the set of diffeomorphisms, Q(P) I:;;; DiffW(M), which satisfy P is locally a
chain GlJ; that is, given any chart t: U -+ DiffW(M), t-I(Q(P) n nU)) C U is a
chain GlJ.
In this section our objective is to prove

6.1. The following properties are generic.
(1) All periodic points are hyperbolic.
(2) The stable manifold, W S ( p), and unstable manifold, W U( p), are injectively
immersed in M, where p and q are periodic points.
(3) WS(p) rh WU(q)for any two periodic points.
THEOREM

The proof is by induction on the order of the periodic points.
Let Pn (resp. Pn ) be the collection of diffeomorphisms so that if f k( p) = p for
k .;;;; n, p E M, then p is a transversal (resp. hyperbolic) periodic point; that is, the
mapping j(x) = (x, f\x)) is transversal to the diagonal Lll:;;; M X Mat p,f rh p Ll.
The Pn and Pn are open since the topology on DiffW(M) is finer than the topologies
induced by Diffr(M), r';;;; 00. To prove that PI is dense it suffices to show that
hypotheses of Theorem 5.2 are valid for the analytic representation given by f -+ J,
DiffW(M) -+ CW(M, M X M), where j(x) = (x, f(x)); that is, we must show that
evp(U n E I ) rD Ll for I;;;. 10 for some 10, where U is a chart atfand E[ == {X E rW(M),
II DnXIl .;;;; n!Mln for some positive constant M}, rW(M) being the analytic vector
fields on M. It suffices to observe that given an a E ~M, there exists an analytic
vector field X so that X(p) = a. To see this suppose that M is a submanifold of RN
and let A(x) = a, x ERN, be the constant vector field. By means of orthogonal
projection along the normal bundle onto TM we obtain an analytic vector field on
M so that X(p) = a. Note that 10 will now depend on the embedding of Minto R N,
but will always exist. This shows that PI is open and dense in DiffW(M).
PROOF.
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Now we shall show that Pn n Pn- I is dense in Pn- I . To do this we show that evp:
M X Pn - I ..... M X M given by evlx, f) = (x, r(x» = i<x) satisfies evp rn ~,where
IE Pn - I • Supposer(x) = x and suppose I is an eigenvalue of Dr(x). Asl E Pn - I
we have that x = r(x), XI = II(X), ... ,f(n-I)(x) = x n- I are distinct. Now given
any vector lX E TxoM we have seen there exists a vector field X E r"'M so that
X(xo) = lX. Let ~(x) be a polynomial in Rn so that Hxo) = I and ~(Xi) = 0 for
0< i < n. Consider the vector field Y(x) = ~(x)X(x); Y(x) determines a vector
field in E/(fWM), I;;;. 10 • For t > 0 small enough we have that tY(x) determines an
element of E/(Ct(M, TM» in a canonical chart (~, If) (see [5]) of DiffW(M) at/.
The path t ..... evlx, If(tY(x))) determines the vector (0, (exPR)*(L»TxM X TxM,
where eXPR is the Riemannian exponential. This shows that the hypotheses of
Theorem 5.2 are satisfied and thus Pn n Pn- I is an open dense subset of Pn- I .
We shall now show that Pn is an open dense subset of Pn n Pn- I. That Pn is open
is obvious for the topology on DiffW( M) is finer than the topology on Diff r( M) for
any r ~ o.
Consider M a Riemannian analytic submanifold of R N , and let XXI be the vector
field on RN given by Xx (x) = XI - x. Suppose PI' ... 'Ps are the points of IInU),
I
for IE Pn n Pn - I • Suppose that P I is not a hyperbolic fixed point, note that n is a
PI) = PI.
primitive period of PI; that is, n is the smallest positive integer so that
Set

r(

~(x) =

I/x - P2 112 .. ·llx - Ps l/2
Ilpl - P21/2 .. ·I/PI - Ps l/2

and ~I(X) = ~(x)Xplx). Let 1JPI(x) be the orthogonal projection onto TM of the
restriction of ~I to M. Suppose e > 0 small enough so that if g E DiffW(M) is the
diffeomorphism corresponding to e1JPI(x) under the canonical chart at the identity
then
(i) IIn(gf) = IInU),
(ii) hyperbolic fixed points of IInU) ~ hyperbolic fixed points of IIn(gf),
(iii) transversal fixed points of IInU) = transversal fixed points of IIigf),
(iv) all the fixed ponts of gf are transversal, and
(v) the spectrum of D«gft)p, does not touch the unit circle.
_
It is clear that PI is a hyperbolic fixed point of gf. Thus Pn is dense in Pn •
Now by construction 1/;/Pn n ~) is a chain G6 ; that is, there exists 10 so that
1/;/ Pn n ~) is the countable intersection of open dense subsets, in the image of ~ in
El C/ M, TM» for I;;;. 10 , where C/ M, TM) is the space of liftings of I and 1/;j is a
canonical chart atl E DiffW(M). This implies that P = nn Pn is dense in DiffW(M).
To show that the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2 are satisfied at a diffeomorphism
h = If( Z), for Z in a small enough canonical chart at I we just perturb Z by a small
enough translation by the vector field we considered in the above proof to show
transversality at /.
To prove (2), as in the Kupka-Smale theorem for cr, r < 00 (see Smale [16]), we
have that the local unstable manifold theorem (see [14]) implies that the stable and
unstable manifolds of an analytic diffeomorphism at a hyperbolic fixed point pare
analytically immersed submanifolds of M. Let us recall that the stable manifold is
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given by WS(p) = Un;.ol-nWi~(p), where Wl~(P) is the local stable manifold,
and the unstable manifold by WU(p) = Un;'Or(Wl~(p», where Wl~(P) is the
local unstable manifold.
To prove (3) note that the topology of DiffW(M) being finer than the topology
induced by DiffOO(M) implies that Dn = {f E DiffW(M): p, q periodic with
period,,;;; n, WS(p) rh WU(q)} is open in DiffW(M).
As in the proof of (1), it suffices to suppose we are in a canonical chart at the
identity V. Let 1 E V be a diffeomorphism with hyperbolic periodic points and
suppose p and q are periodic points of 1 with periods";;; n. Suppose for some m < n
we have Wl~(P) rh liWl~(q) for i";;; m but Wl~(P) intersects/mWl~(q) nontransversally at/(x); note that x fI. Im-2Wl~(q). Let Ube a neighborhood of x so that
un (Wl~(P) U/m-2Wl~(q»)/m-lWl~(q)
U ... U (fWl~(q) U Wl~(q») = 0.

As in the proof of (1) construct a diffeomorphism near the identity so that
(1) IIn(gf) = IIn(f),
(2)/1 [U n/m-lWl~(q)l rh Wl~(P)·
The embedding of M plays an essential role here in determining 10 ,
Since Dn,m = {f E
Hi: 'rip, q with period";;; r Wl~(P) en liWl~(q)'rIi";;; m}
is open and dense in EI for I ~ 10 , we have that nn,m Dn,m is a chain G15 •
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